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QUESTION 1

As a test analyst you are gathering data to support accurate metrics. Which of the following metrics would be MOST
appropriate to use to monitor product quality? [K2] 1 credit 

A. Defects found versus defects expected 

B. Tests run and tests passed 

C. Test resources spent versus budget 

D. Compliance to entry criteria 

E. Product risks outstanding and new risks introduced 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 2

You are testing an ATM based on the following use case; ATM start screen is showing The user inserts card The user
types in PIN The user selects `cash with receipt\\' The user selects 50 The user selects `no further service\\' Expected
results The ATM provides 50 to the user The ATM return the card and balance slip The ATM clears the screen The ATM
returns to start menu In your test log which of the following could be noted as part of additional attention points? [K3] 2
credits 

A. Issues regarding time-behavior 

B. Issues regarding interoperability 

C. More test cases needed to achieve full coverage 

D. Expected results not clearly defined 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A diamond retailer is introducing a new stock taking system. Each diamond is assigned a character that represents the
colour. The valid domain for the character ranges from D to Z. The colour is then graded using the following scale: 

Which of the following test sets will provide the best equivalence partitioning coverage? [K3] 2 credits 

A. D, F, G, H, K, M, N, P, T, Z 
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B. D, G, K, N, S 

C. A, E, H, L, P, T, ? 

D. E, H, L, M, U, 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Analyzing the requirement, "The system shall allow cash advances of at least 200 Euros for all supported credit cards.
The correct list of credit cards is American Express, Diners, VISA, Mastercard and Eurocard." There are arguments to
be made for several test design techniques. Which of the following test design techniques is LEAST likely to be used for
identifying test cases for the requirement? [K4] 3 credits 

A. Boundary value analysis 

B. Equivalence Partitioning 

C. Classification Tree Method 

D. State Transition Testing 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following BEST explains the use of cause-effect graphing? [K2] 1 credit 

A. Useful to gain a graphical overview of a program\\'s logical structure and are typically used as the basis for creating
decision tables. 

B. Used with the purpose that with a limited set of test cases a reasonable level of coverage can be achieved. 

C. Used to test the ability of the software to enter into and exit from defined states via valid and invalid transitions. 

D. Used as a clear method to verify testing of all pertinent combinations of conditions and to verify that all possible
combinations are handled by the software under test. 

Correct Answer: A 
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